
More than just a speaker, Elizabeth is a winsome 
corporate executive and serial entrepreneur who 
connects with executives and their teams, integrating 
strategy, innovation, leadership and personal 
development in speeches that ignite conversation and 
inspire purposeful action.
Leading service and hospitality strategy for Chick-fil-A, 
Elizabeth has driven the strategic direction central to 
the company's exponential growth from $6B-$13B 
annual sales. Through Elizabeth’s influence and 
direction, Chick-fil-A continues to be recognized as 
#1 in QSR Customer Service year after year. 
She has founded, operated and sold several small 
businesses as well as actively coaches emerging 
entrepreneurs toward success in achieving their 
business goals.
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“The world needs fresh voices to communicate timeless truth - Elizabeth is exactly 
that! A unique blend of insight, clarity and experience makes her the right 
messenger to reach leaders today.” - Mark Miller, Author, Vice President Chick-fil-A

“Elizabeth Dixon is an influential voice in Leadership. She is a trusted resource who 
provides clarity and focus through her messages. The insight she shares is 
actionable and measurable.” - Julie Boston McGrath, Senior Manager, Southwest 
Airlines 

“Elizabeth’s perspective and thought-provoking questions were timely and spawned 
the necessary thinking needed with new opportunities that we are all presented 
with. Her delivery and structure of content was on point and created an 
environment of elevated engagement with the team.” – Jason Sauer, Senior Vice 
President, Zurich Insurance

To schedule Elizabeth for your event: Julie Shaffner Julie@voicestoconnect.com

https://vimeo.com/505268130
https://www.voicestoconnect.com/


5 Elements of an Exceptional Customer Experience 
96% of Customers say that customer experience is critical for determining 
loyalty to a brand. But how often do you try to improve your Customer 
Experience, but you find it doesn’t work? Why is that? Most organizations don't 
know where to focus and how to sustain. Find out how to have a Customer 
Experience that is defined by excellence and produces loyalty. 

Creating Clarity by Finding Focus 
Individuals, teams and organizations need clarity to make the best decisions 
that lead to success. A clarity that compels us forward with confidence and 
commitment. We will do this when we find the Focus of our purpose, mission and 
audience. How do you walk through crisis in strength and ensure intentionality 
in the calm seasons? Finding Focus creates clarity for the crisis and the calm 
that ensures individuals, teams and organizations can thrive and find success.
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